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Reliable high-quality live Internet broadcasting
/ Don't let technology or a tight budget hold you back

The Satmission Live NowTM IP Vehicle Kit turns a car or other motor vehicle into a cost-e�ective mobile live broadcast 
production unit. This means that even smaller events may be broadcasted on a tight budget. Designed to be 
super-reliable and simple to use, the IP Vehicle Kit enables high-quality video and audio streaming using whatever IP 
network infrastructure is available, including satellite Ka and Ku bands. 

As an optional add-on, an optical fiber connection enables the Live NowTM IP Vehicle to connect to an on-site control room 
as part of a large-scale live production event.

Our focus is to o�er you the most reliable Internet up-link system on the market, that is easy to setup. 

Choose between two IP Vehicle base configurations

Just push the 
green button

Compact Expedition

Enable 1-2 camera productions for Internet streaming. The 
Satmission IP Encoder has a built-in Video Mixer that can be 
used to switch between two cameras / video signals (example 
one video signal is from camera, the other video signal comes 
from a computer showing powerpoint slides or a sign or a 
prerecorded video).

Enable 1-4 camera productions with full-featured AV-mixing and 
Internet streaming; the Expedition kit configuration also includes 
a Live NowTM Router capable of receiving live footage from 
cameras broadcasting using Satmission’s Live NowTM IP 
Backpack.

IP Vehicle Kit
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Live NowTM IP Vehicle Kit specifications

Camera and audio setup
Camera equiment is to be connected via SDI, HDMI or by a 
wireless video transmission system

2-channel full-duplex intercom

With built-in two-way audio communication on two channels, 
both reporter and the person holding the camera can 
communicate in real time with the studio without delay

Acting as a mobile studio with incoming AV streams

If the IP Vehicle is to be used as a mobile studio with incoming IP 
streams it can be equipped with a IP Reciever, a cased AV Mixer 
and a dedicated HDMI Monitor

Production-sta� communications

The high-end wi-fi around the vehicle can be used for production 
sta� communications

Raw footage storage

Footage in high-quality can be stored on harddrive for 
redundancy and reference, by connecting a hard disk drive to 
the USB-port on the Encoder

Video-mixing and AV mixing

Built-in simplified video-mixer for up to 4 cameras, if not a 
dedicated AV mixer is used.

Rapid deployment of robust live communication

The IP Vehicle kit includes typically a Ka band satellite 
antenna system with a 1.2m composite reinforced polymer 
high performance dish and a Eutelsat Newsspotter 
Compliant 4W BUC and sur�eam 2 Pro Satellite modem
Choose between a streamlined satellite antenna or the more 
basic satellite antenna frame solution
The satellite antenna system is automatically locating the 
satellite by the built-in GPS and compass
Rapid deployment, typically less than 1 minute. Just push the 
green button and both the Satellite Antenna System and the 
Encoder are ready for Live IP Streaming

IP stream management

Remote control of all connected units and IP streams can be 
done using the web based IP Manager
Broadcast configuration profiles can be stored and recalled 
when needed
The IP Manager can also be used for broadcast trouble 
shooting, especially when using several IP-links

Power supply

Up to 10 hours event transmission with built-in 12V batteries
All equipment is using 220 VAC
The electrical system is secured from ground faults, no earth 
stakes needed

The Vehicle Platform

The Satmission IP Vehicle Kit as seen on the front page is built on 
the Dacia Duster platform to achieve a very cost-e�ective solution
Additional vehicle platform solutions to be configured on request

Quality of live communication

The Satmission Encoder is Ka-sat rainfade adaptive, a crucial 
feature for this market
Robust and reliable IP streaming is enabled by network bonding 
between Satellite-IP, mobile modems, wi-fi if available and 
landline IP if available
Adaptive bitrate
Upstream rates up to 50 Mbit/s (20 Mbit/s satellite), downstream 
rates up to 50 Mbit/s
The Encoder can be configured with many di�erent 
resolutions and frame rates
The IP streams can be monitored remotely via the IP Manager

Full Duplex 
Intercom

HDMI Monitoring

Video and Audio, designed 
for one- to four-camera productions

Satmission IP 
Encoder Series

Satmission High-End Wi-Fi

Avilable in di�erent models 
depending on size and 
performance needed. Built 
in basic video mixing.

High-end wi-fi around the
vehicle for production sta�
communications

Master Control Room
/ DVB Distribution

Satmission IP Receiver

Live Streaming

TV

Downlink

Ku / Ka Band

Satmission IP Manager
IP streams and remote management

3G / 4G

Satmission IP Vehicle Kit

InternetWi-Fi

WAN / Ethernet

AV mixer

IP System Overview
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Contact us for a detailed configuration of Your IP Vehicle


